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I. Honors Program History 

     The Honors Program at Pacific began as a first-year program. It consisted of required honors 

sections of Mentor I and II in the first year and other honors GE courses. Students had the option 

to live in an honors residence with activities. In 1995, an Honors Program Task Force proposed a 

four-year program consisting of the same first year program, a path of three thematically-linked 

honors courses in the GE curriculum during their sophomore and junior years, which would 

include both honors students and selected upper-division majors, and a senior project.  This 

proposal was not adopted since there was no funding to cover either the departmental releases 

necessary for faculty to teach in the honors path courses or the faculty time to conduct the senior 

projects. In May of 2000, the Honors Program leadership reworked the 1995 proposal by 

creating four-themed GE honors paths composed of four courses (one each semester in the 

sophomore and junior years) and a senior project.  The paths curriculum was in effect for a few 

years, but few students were able to fit an entire path into their schedules.  In fall 2002, the 

Honors Program took a new direction, which is the current state of the program.  The curriculum 

consists of honors sections of Pacific Seminar 1 (formerly Mentor Seminar I),
1
 four one-unit 

honors seminars that link students’ general education courses in their sophomore and junior 

years with their major, and a senior project. The curriculum was designed not to be unit-heavy in 

order to accommodate accelerated students and students in some professional schools.  The 

number of new students entering the program has ranged from 120-160 but was reduced in 2013-

14 due to a new policy restricting the program to students seeking undergraduate degrees.   

 

 

                                                           
1
 Until a few years ago, there were honors sections of Mentor II and PACS 2, but these were discontinued since 

students wanted more course options. 
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II. Rationale for Honors Program Revision 

     The 2010 Honors Program Self-Study and External Reviewer identified several problems 

with the current program, which were reaffirmed by the program leadership in a June 2012 

memo to the Provost. Student attrition and disaffection in the program have been exceptionally 

high.  For example, the first-year retention rate for the fall 2011 cohort was 32%. The program 

completion rate for 2004-2009 ranges from 9% to 24%. The attrition is especially high for 

students in accelerated programs. The invitation process for admission does not select students 

who are serious about the program. There is a lack of diversity of majors in the program and a 

disproportionate representation of pre-professional science students. The one-unit seminars have 

mixed reviews by students and faculty, and the program lacks a strong curricular identity after 

the first year. Scheduling exclusive honors sections of courses has been difficult since 

departments have been unable to allocate a section for the program. All aspects of the senior 

project need to be strengthened, including the senior project proposal seminar, the review 

process for senior projects, and funds to support student projects.   

 

III. New Pacific Honors Program 

    The faculty and deans in the undergraduate Schools have approved a new Pacific Honors 

Program, which will consist of a strengthened first-year program and School/program-based 

Honors Programs for upper-division students in their major.   Among the rationale for the new 

program is that it will be easier for students in some Schools/Programs to complete the Honors 

Program, a School/Program-based program might be more motivating for students than a general 

Honors Program, some Schools already require a high quality senior project, the new program 

can more easily accommodate upper-level transfer students, and there are existing “honors” 

programs, such as the Powell Scholars and Legal Scholars programs.   
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Freshman Honors Program  

     This program will expand on the current first-year residence hall experience and program.  

Students will be admitted based on their SAT and high school GPAs, but the number will be 

limited to 140 students, the occupancy limit of John Ballantyne and Carter residence halls and 

representing no more than 15% of the incoming class.  Students in accelerated programs who are 

not seeking an undergraduate-degree will be eligible for the program. A full-time faculty 

member will serve as the Director to develop and oversee all aspects of the first-year program, 

which will consist of intellectually-stimulating programming, such as campus and community 

events, informal talks with faculty, workshops, and other activities based on student interest. The 

faculty member will hold weekly office hours and be a regular presence is the residential hall.  

The Director will report to the Office of the Provost.
2
  Students in the program will be placed in 

honors sections of Pacific Seminar 1 and have special access to academic services, such as the 

undergraduate research and the fellowship programs.  

School/Program-based Honors programs  

     The second-half of Pacific’s honors program will consist of programming and requirements 

that are School/Program-based and developed by the Schools/Programs to best fit the needs of 

their students. The university will set some general guidelines, such as the minimum number of 

units that students must complete at Pacific for eligibility in the program, minimum GPA in the 

major, when and how students can apply, the notation that students will receive on their 

transcripts for completion, and possibly a senior project. Other than these requirements, 

Schools/Programs will have the autonomy to create innovative program requirements, which 

need not be credit-bearing courses.  While Schools/Programs will be encouraged to developed an 

                                                           
2
 See Appendix 1 for a description of the Freshman Honors Program Director. 
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Honors Program, participation is voluntary.  The Office of the Provost will provide general 

oversight of the School/Program-based Honors Programs. 

IV. Honors Program Review and Approval Process 

Spring 2010  Completion of Honors Program self-study and external consultant review 

Fall 2012  Meetings with faculty and students to review different honors models and  

   make recommendations  

Winter 2013  Based on faculty and student feedback, Honors planning group
3
 develops  

   alternative honors model whose centerpiece is four team-taught   

   interdisciplinary courses that would satisfy four GE breadth requirements   

Feb 2013  Faculty meeting to review proposed model 

April 2013  Honors Director sends out proposed model to undergraduate school  

   faculty for review and comment 

October 1, 2013 Assistant Provost of Academic Affairs presents proposed interdisciplinary  

   curriculum model to the Provost Leadership Council 

October 2013  Assistant Provost of Academic Affairs meets with undergraduate School  

   Deans to get reaction to proposed interdisciplinary model and their  

   vision of an optimal Honors Program
4
  

October 2013  Honors Planning Group develops a different, two-tiered model with a fist- 

   year honors program and an upper-division School/Program-based  

   program 

Nov 2013  Presentations to School faculty of the two-tiered model with   

   School/Program-based programs
5
 

Nov – Feb 2014 School faculty express general support for proposed two-tiered model
6
   

March 6, 2014  Submission of new honors program model to Academic Affairs for action  

March 13, 2014 Submission of new honors program model to Academic Council for action  

 

                                                           
3
 George Randels (Honors Director), Lisa Wrischnik (Honors Co-Director), and Lou Matz (Asst. Provost of 

Academic Affairs) 
4
 See Appendix 2 for Deans’ comments  

5
 See Appendix 3 for meeting dates 

6
 See Appendix 4 for School faculty reaction 
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V.  New Honors Program Implementation Timeline 

Feb 21- Mar 7, 2014 Post Freshman Honors Program Director position 

March 2014  Appoint Freshman Honors Program Director 

March 2014   Develop draft of general university guidelines for School/Program-  

   based Honors Programs  

March-August 2014 Freshman Honors Program Director develops programming for first-year  

   program  

May 1, 2014  Submit general guidelines to Academic Affairs for action 

May 8, 2014  Submit general guidelines to Academic Council for action 

August 2014  Implementation of Revised Freshman Honors Program 

Sept-Oct 2014  Development of School/Program-based programs based on sharing of  

   ideas across Schools/programs 

Dec 4, 2014  Schools/Programs submit catalog descriptions of their honors programs to  

   Academic Affairs for action 

Dec 11, 2014  Schools/Programs submit catalog descriptions of their honors programs to  

   Academic Council for action   

Feb 2015  School/Program-based program catalog descriptions submitted for 2015- 

   16 University Catalog revision 

Fall 2015  School/Program-based Honors Programs implemented 

VI. Honors at Pacific 

Honors Programs 

 Freshman Honors Program 

 School/Program-based Honors Programs 

GPA Honors Designation (minimum 54 units at Pacific) 

 Cum Laude (3.5 GPA) , Magna Cum Laude (3.7 GPA), Summa Cum Laude (3.9 GPA) 

 

University-Wide Honors Societies 

 

 Phi Beta Kappa 

 Phi Kappa Phi 

 Alpha Sigma Lambda 

 Mortar Board 
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School/Department Honor Societies 

 

     Business      

 Beta Gamma Sigma (Business and Management) 

 Beta Alpha Psi (Accounting)  

     COP 

 Beta Beta Beta (Biological Sciences) 

 Gamma Sigma Epsilon (Chemistry) 

 Lamba Pi Eta (Communication) 

 Omicron Delta Epsilon (Economics) 

 Sigma Tau Delta (English) 

 Sigma Gamma Epsilon (Earth & Environmental Science) 

 Phil Alpha Theta (History) 

 Pi Delta Phi (French) 

 Sigma Delta Pi (Spanish) 

 Phi Sigma Tau (Philosophy) 

 Sigma Pi Sigma (Physics) 

 Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science) 

 Phi Alpha Delta (Pre-Law) 

 Alpha Kappa Delta (Sociology) 

 Theta Alpha Phi (Theatre Arts) 

     Education      

 Kappa Delta Epsilon 

     Engineering & Computer Science 

 Tau Beta Pi (Engineering) 

 Eta Kappa Nu (International for Electrical and Computer Engineering) 

     Music 

 Pi Kappa Lambda 
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APPENDIX 1 

Freshman Honors Program Director Description 
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Freshman Honors Program Director Description 
 

The Director is responsible for developing and overseeing all aspects of the Freshman Honors 

Program, both through direct administration and through consultation with faculty and deans, the 

offices of Residential Life and Admissions, and with students.  The Director reports to the 

Provost’s Office.  It is a nine month position from mid-August to mid-May.  Specific duties are 

as follows:   

 

Programming 

 Oversee development of engaging and intellectually-stimulating programming 

for the freshman in the program and work with the Resident Assistants and 

Resident Director to develop other appropriate programming 

 Work with the Director of General Education to set up Honors sections of 

Pacific Seminar 1 

 Assist in Summer Orientation and other programming for prospective Honors 

students 

 Develop a calendar of Honors programming, including activities such as 

lunches, workshops, seminars with faculty, cultural events, etc.  

Advising 

 Hold office hours in the Honors Residence Hall and provide additional mentorship 

for honors students in addition to their assigned faculty advisors 

 Interface with heads of unit Honors programs and disseminate unit-specific 

requirements for Majors/Programs-based honors for upper-division students 

 Encourage qualifying students to apply for external scholarships and graduate 

fellowships 

Admissions 

 Help the admissions office advertise the Honors Program and consult on 

selection criteria 

Budget 

 Oversee the program budget 

Assessment 

 Prepare assessment reports, self-studies, and other reports as required by 

university policies 

Professional 

 Attend honors program conferences when appropriate 

 Serve as the faculty advisor for Alpha Lambda Delta, an honor society for 

first-year students   

 

 

 

 

 

2/13/14 
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APPENDIX 2 

 

Dean Reactions to Proposed Interdisciplinary Honors Program  
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Dean/Unit Date Comments 

Fraden, COP 10/1/13 * prefers school/dept honors model 

Ongaro, MUS 10/3/13 * better to have different ‘themed’ honors programs and perhaps have 

students  apply in junior year 

* MUS has connections with Business (music management), health 

(music therapy), and the arts, so there is no single ‘themed’ honors 

program that could accommodate MUS majors 

* recommends an ‘intellectual’ residence hall with perhaps a faculty 

member living in residence who can help coordinate stimulating 

programming 

* most important aspect of an honors program is to provide 

educationally rich experiences 

Howell and 

Stark, SOECS 

10/3/13 * problems with the three models:  Model 1. It would be difficult to 

fit all four interdisciplinary seminars into students’ schedules; 

students often have AP credit that satisfies GE, so the four seminars 

might be more than is necessary for students. Model 2. students often 

have AP credit that satisfies GE, so they would have to take 

unnecessary units; model is not desirable. Model 3. SOECS has an 

honors society based on GPA, and a senior project is already 

required. 

* they asked what is the motivation to have an honors program? 

Beck, EDU 10/7/13 * existing professional honors societies in Schools/departments are 

more important than general honors, and they can accommodate 

transfers 

* a ‘general’ honors program seems like too much of an unnecessary 

add-on given the existing honors societies 

* Phi Beta Kappa is an honors program that recognizes breadth 

* PLS and Humanities scholars programs driven by committed 

faculty. If other faculty want to lead a new themed honors program, 

they can do it 

Oppenheimer, 

PHM 

10/8/13 * prefers school-based honors programs with possibly some common 

requirements, such as a senior project, academic talks 

Mootz, LAW 10/11/13 * what is need for a general honors program at a small private 

institution with small courses? Doesn’t seem necessary 

* better to have themed honors programs, like PLS, rather than a 

“general” honors program  

Gale, BUS 10/22/13 * Honors programs should be a tool to recruit a higher yield of 

students from some of the most academically competitive admits, 

enrich those students by fulfilling the promise of a rigorously 

challenging program, and develop aspirations in other students 

* There needs to be relevance to the business major as it is currently 

configured. 

* Honors program should likely be unit-based and should provide 

some significant perks for students that would give them an incentive 

to strive for inclusion in the program. Rather than pull the high-end 

students out of our classes it would be better to offer them special 

field trips, internship opportunities, small group meetings with 

alumni or other significant advantages, with a specialty seminars. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Meetings with School Faculty about Proposed Honors Program Revision 
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Unit/Group Meeting Date 

Conservatory of Music/Conservatory Planning 

and Priorities Committee 

10/30  

COP/Faculty meeting 10/31  

School of Education/Curriculum and 

Instruction Faculty 

11/6  

School of Business/Faculty meeting 11/12  

SOECS/Engineering and Computer Science 

Council 

11/21  

School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences/ 

Speech-Language Pathology faculty 

11/21  
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APPENDIX 4 

School Faculty Reaction to Proposed Honors Program Revision 
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School Reaction to Proposed Honors Model 

Benerd School of Education “The curriculum and instruction faculty agreed to 

support the proposed changes to the Honors 

Program.  I talked about this decision at our Faculty 

Council meeting that was held in the afternoon so 

that other faculty would know and to also get their 

affirmation.”  --Marilyn Draheim 

College of the Pacific “I’ve seen the results of the survey from COP 

faculty [see Appendix 5] and believe that we 

should move ahead, as the majority if faculty do, to 

a honors based program that is designed by 

individual departments. I recognize that there will 

have to be more discussion about the various ways 

an honors program can be designed but am 

confident you can orchestrate this and that we 

could enable the change in a year.”   --Dean Fraden 

Conservatory of Music “We (faculty and Dean) did meet on Monday 

(2/10/14) and discussed it. The consensus was that 

at this time we are at best lukewarm about the idea 

of creating a honors program within the 

Conservatory, but that when we complete our 

curricular revisions (to be finished next year) there 

might be a better chance to do something like this. 

Rationale: 1. Our curriculum is already quite 

impacted and nobody really feels that additional 

courses would be welcomed. Virtually all of our 

students already have some version of a senior 

project (recital in performance, composition 

project, senior seminar in Music management, 

student teaching or fieldwork, etc.) and we would 

find problematic the idea of creating more of those 

or to re-badge something that students are already 

doing.  We do think that this proposal is a lot better 

for the University, but we would like the 

opportunity to opt out and maybe retain it only for 

limited purposes, for example, for the general B.A. 

in music this could work.”  --Dean Ongaro 

Eberhard School of Business The seven faculty who attended the 11/12/13 

presentation of the new model unanimously agreed 

to support it.  

School of Engineering and Computer Science See memorandum below 

TJ Long School of Pharmacy and Health 

Sciences—Speech-Language Pathology  

(1) does SLP support the proposed change to a 

School/Dept based program?  Yes 

(2) would SLP be able to create a program for its 

students?  Maybe, depending upon faculty 

workload issues.  We will continue discussions 

with you next year to see if we can develop a 

program that would work for our department.   

    --Robert Hanyak 
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To: Lou Matz, George Randels, Lisa Wrischnik 

From: Camilla Saviz 

Subject: Honors Program – SOECS Input 

Date: January 6, 2014 

cc: Gary Martin, Jennifer Ross, Louise Stark, Steve Howell (Dean) 

 

Gary Martin, Jennifer Ross, Louise Stark, and I had an opportunity to discuss the Honors Program before 

Winter Break.   

The current conversation about the Honors Program seems to be focused on either eliminating 

the program, basing it in academic units or majors, or having a common first year then having it 

housed within, and administered by, the majors or academic units in subsequent years.  Our 

understanding of issues with the Honors Program in its current form, and why a change is being 

considered: 

- Prospective and incoming students are enthusiastic about the program, but the completion 

rate is poor 

- Issues with scheduling students into GEs 

- Overload and scheduling issues for the three 1-unit Honors courses 

- Accelerated students are not eligible to participate  (e.g., 3-2 Pharm/Dent students) 
 

The following are benefits that we perceive for SOECS students’ involvement in a university-wide 

Honors Program: 

- Incoming students, in particular, see an advantage to being identified with the Honors 

Program.  This helps SOECS - and university - recruitment efforts.  

- The Honors Residence Hall seems to be a very well-liked and useful component of the 

program. 

- SOECS students benefit from the multidisciplinary interaction and exposure to other 

majors and the arts, particularly in their first year.  They often make life-long friendships. 
 

Considering input from faculty at the SOECS Council meeting on 11/21, Chairs’ input by email, and our 

own observations discussed at our meeting, we offer the following: 

- We strongly endorse keeping a centralized, university-wide Honors program for first year 

students, and maintaining the elements of the current program that seem particularly 

useful for attracting students and building community, namely: 

 >  Honors Residence Hall and programming 

 >  Common PACS 1, 2 sections for freshmen in the program 

 > Multidisciplinary program open to a diverse group of academically motivated 

students 

- Designation in students’ transcript at the end of the freshman year for those who  

complete the (freshman) Honors Program.  This would allow the 3-2 accelerated students 
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to be invited to participate, particularly if they have scheduling issues with courses in the 

second and subsequent years 

- SOECS students do not have much flexibility or capacity to do more beyond their 

declared major, particularly since we moved to a predominantly 4-year program.  We 

don’t anticipate support for additional required coursework beyond the first (university-

wide) year.  We foresee challenges with trying to schedule programs for the smaller 

groups, accommodating different majors, different senior project schedules and groups, 

and co-ops.   

- We can, and probably should, provide more visible and public recognition of students 

who complete the (freshman) Honors program, join honors societies, receive 

scholarships, make the Dean’s Honor roll, etc.  Mechanisms suggested for this 

recognition were:  SOECS publications, notice boards, SOECS web site, Dean’s 

reception.  Dede Sanchez confirmed that public recognition of students’ names on such 

lists would not be in violation of FERPA. 
 

Other questions, comments: 

- Are these proposed changes being considered for Fall ’14? 

- The GE honors course requirement seems particularly problematic in terms of scheduling 

for SOECS students.  Is it possible for the three 1-unit HONR courses to add up to one 

‘wildcard’ GE in category I or II? This change would give our students more flexibility in 

meeting the GE course requirement. 

 

We will appreciate the opportunity to participate in the conversations on the future of the Honors 

Program.  
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APPENDIX 5 

COP Faculty Reaction to Proposed Honors Program Revision 
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11/21/2013 

College Chairs and Directors Meeting 

Feedback on what an Honors program would look like in your department 

1.  Strengths of a department- based Honors program (for your program)? 

 

-Senior honors project good 

-Could work for programs and centers.  Would be more like independent study with Director 

-In combination with PCSP Grad Program 

-ACS- Accredited curriculum of BS Chem+Biochem 

-Cross-list classes from SOCI, Law (Patents, Env. Law), ENG (Bioengineering), Pharm, (All 

those as electives) 

-Could build upon our senior Capstone course and/or be used to generate a thesis or project that 

could be used as a work sample for graduate school. 

-Opportunity to have cohort together in a seminar based course that could have substantial value 

for students. 

-Flexibility 

-We already have a senior honor thesis/independent research option which many students take 

advantage of.  

-We could build our program around enhancing, supporting and scaffolding that experience 

-Flexibility regarding components and program 

-Possibly a more valuable resume line for students of honors is discipline-specific 

-Focus on real good students in discipline 

-Might enhance department-based identity for students in accelerated programs 

-Gives both faculty and students and opportunity to excel 

-Reward to faculty for excellent teaching record (Fieldtrip oriented) 

-not sure-we already require undergraduate research or internship 

-We’d have to figure out how to differentiate Honors (other than GPA) 

-It may attract a few more good students on the margin 

-It may expand student research 

-UG research 

-Experiential learning 

-We can customize it in warp (?) that are relevant 

-In this new (ridiculous) world where faculty double as admissions staff, it gives us a recruitment 

opp. 

-Allows discipline to define what honors means| 

-Makes sense, but I worry about a lack of cohesion across departments (i.e. lack of an overall 

COP vision for honors) 

-None.  I think it would be disappointing and a wasted opportunity 

-Could focus students on a high-quality research project 

-None that I can see at the moment 

-Could easily apply research project as Honors thesis 

-more control over what makes it “honors” 

-None b/c we’re small 
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2. Weaknesses of a department-based Honors program? 

-Challenging for MLL because we teach in different languages-Hard to form a cohort 

-None, although I don’t think additional courses in the department would be needed-I think an 

honor’s thesis/project plus high GPA should be sufficient. 

-Increased workload for faculty members that are already stressed. 

-Who oversees/certifies their progress through the program? (central Honors program office?   

-Faculty advisor? Asst. Dean?) 

-What kind of university level support, party (?) of criteria, etc. would exist? 

-Need way for transfers to participate 

-Workload issues for faculty-1 unit courses lower SF ration 

-Differing standards across units 

-Possibly more honors students overall?? –does this diminish standards? 

-In small depts.. with few (?)-no peers 

-No interdisciplinary experience 

-Increased and unwelcome workload for departments w/ large populations of Honor students 

-Not enough available ELO opportunities to mentor senior projects 

-No cross-campus, cross- discipline connections among honors students 

-Divides majors between haves and have nots-the brightest and the “others” 

-Will be very competitive among faculty 

-No intellectual breadth-students won’t have structured interaction across disciplines 

-It should at least be college-wide but better to be university-wide 

-If it requires resources exclusively for honors students, we’re not sure we would have sufficient 

numbers to justify 

-Big classes/high demand 

-Hard to develop “honors only” sections 

-Faculty stretched->time to devote to honor’s projects/instruction 

-Burden on the dept 

-Increased workload 

-How will staffing be equitable (i.e. we will all want to teach Honors sections) 

-Our department is too small to fill special honors sections/seminars within the major 

-Honors students won’t be able to learn from fellow honors students in other majors 

-Honors students tell me that they value being able to learn from students from other disciplines 

-A department level honors program would not deliver on a cohort experience 

-We have relatively few honors-quality students.  It would be hard to develop any cohort 

experience. 

-I am concerned about giving more work to already overburdened chair 

-Administration-overhead 

-What guidelines to follow? 

-The cohort will be too small 

-Small major, so we couldn’t offer anything specific 

3. Other comment:  

-Would Humanities Division cohort be better? 

-CHEM 191: Independent Study->take a Grad-Level course (taught to MS/PhD students) 

-Would be nice to have a pool of $ for honors students specifically for use in research (maybe 

expand pool for Dreyfus Award or similar?) 

-Could be just GPA+faculty nomination/sponsorship by faculty for individual research thesis 
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-We need to know why honors program retention is falling- related point: why do we think 

decentralization would work? 

-Not sure who would run this program in our department 

-Try it!  I taught honors at Idaho –Best classes I had while there 

-Seems hard to do with a small # of graduates/depts. But maybe we won’t have that many 

-How will be determine eligible students 

-I question the overall value of an honors program limited to a department.  If it’s not really going 

to be more than a mark on the transcript, then why call it an honors program? 

-A university wide honors program has the potential to serve as an umbrella to all the disparate 

selective programs (Powell Scholars, Legal Scholars, the Humanities Scholars) It would be great 

for students in these programs to be part of a larger community. 

-I think this works best at the college level 

-Would Humanities Division cohort be better? 

 

4. Overall, a department-based Honors program 

a. Is a great idea, keep going, full speed ahead. 

III 

b.  could work, but there are many issues / questions to resolve. 

IIIIIIIIIIIIII 

c. Won’t work for us, I’m not in favor of it.  

IIIIII 

d. __________________________________________ 

Don’t know 

Unsure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


